
zZ’mirot is a Hebrew word for songs.
Jews like to sing. We sing our prayers. We

sing after meals. We sing as families and we sing
as a community.

Rabbi Pinhas was the Rebbe of Koretz. He
said, “Sometimes one person tries to sing and
cannot. Then along comes another person, and
they sing together. All of a sudden both of them
can sing. The singing connects their souls.” 

He told this story:
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When Two Sing

Sarah had a beautiful voice. She loved
to sing. Sarah sang when she went
to the market. Sarah sang when she

went out with the sheep. She sang from the
top of hills and from the bottom of valleys.
She sang with the birds and she sang with the
gurgling of the stream. Sarah even sang when
she went to sleep at night. People loved
Sarah’s voice. Everyone who heard her sing
became happy.

Then one day Sarah stopped singing. Maybe
it was because her family became very poor.
Maybe it was because her grandmother was
sick. Maybe it was because her best friend
Rebekkah moved away. Sarah was now sad all
the time. She did not sing anymore. People
asked her, “Sarah, why don’t you sing?” Sarah
would always answer, “I do not know. I just do
not feel like it.”
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The village was now different. The birds still
sang. The stream still gurgled. The market was
still noisy. Something was missing without
Sarah’s song.
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Sophie had a really bad voice. She could not
carry a tune. Sophie liked to sing as much as
Sarah did. She sang all the time. But almost
every time she did, people asked her to stop
singing. People moved away from her when
she sang in the market. The sheep started to
bleat loudly whenever she sang near them. It
was their way of saying, “Sophie, please stop
that noise.” The birds flew away when she
sang near them. Every night she sang herself
to sleep. Every night one of her brothers
would shout, “Sophie, stop that noise, we are
trying to sleep.” Only the stream let her sing.
The stream still gurgled when Sophie sang.
The stream always gurgled. It did not care.

Sophie went to the forest to sing. No one
could hear her there. In the forest Sophie
could sing with all her might. She sang with
all her heart.

Sarah felt like crying. She was sad and did
not want anyone to see her. She did not want
anyone to ask about her crying. She did not
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want to explain. Sarah wanted to cry and not
explain. She went to the forest to be alone. 

Sarah was walking through the forest. She
was crying. Sarah heard Sophie singing.
Sophie was way off tune. It did not matter. 
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Sarah decided to sing with her.
It was the first time she had
sung in a long time. Sophie’s
voice had lifted her up. The two
girls could not see each other.
Still they sang together. Sarah’s
voice helped Sophie stay on
tune. Sophie’s voice helped
Sarah find the joy to sing. They
walked toward each other. They
kept singing. They sang happy
songs and sad songs. They were
best friends before they met.
From that day on things
changed. Whenever Sophie
wanted to sing she found Sarah.
Whenever Sarah wanted to sing
she found Sophie. The two of
them became one voice.
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TTOO  TTHHIINNKK
AABBOOUUTT
1. When are you

like Sarah and

just don’t feel like

singing?

2. Are you like

Sophie? Is there

something you

love to do that you

are not good at?

3. When in your

life do you feel the

magic of two souls

connecting and

lifting you up?
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One song that makes me

happy is: _____________________________

think is: ______________________________

My favorite Shabbat song is: ________________
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